
 

 

Slide One: Introduction – Evalee 

 

Our theme is paradise …   

We are going to be looking specifically at the planning and artistic depictions of paradise gardens.   

The main elements comprising paradise gardens extend across cultures and come from early written descriptions of paradise.  

  



 

 

Slide Two: Main Thematic Elements – Evalee 

The earliest written description of paradise is found in the Epic of Gilgamesh from 2700 BC, which states – “in this Immortal garden stands the Tree…beside a 

sacred fount the tree is placed.”  Here we have the first two elements of paradise gardens: fountains and trees.  

Both the Bible and the Quran contain further descriptions of paradise that refer to four rivers flowing out of Eden. The Quran itself has over 100 descriptions of 

paradise.  

On the right you will find some selected quotes from the two religious texts. I won’t read them all, but from these text we can start to see key elements that 

show up in both art and architecture…emphasizing a central fountain, trees and four rivers.  

Image - On the left is a plan of the Bulkawara Palace in Samarra built between 849-959 AD. 

Looking at this plan we can see that the gardens (in green) are each split into four parts. Each garden is divided by a crossed water channel and has some type of 

fountain or water basin feature. This type of garden layout is called a quadritite or four-part plan believed to have originating in Persia. The layout of these 

gardens have a strong connection to the Quran - a beautiful garden with shade trees emphasizing a fountain with four rivers flowing from it.  



 

Slide 3: Further Examples – Evalee  

Images:  A further example of the four-part garden plan is found at the garden palace of Madinat al-Zahra pictured above.   

Again we have a series of gardens divided by crossed water paths stemming from basins of water.  

In our unit 2 readings, D. Fairchild Ruggles described the two types of Islamic gardens featured at Madinat al-Zahra: the lower open gardens with panoramic 
views and an upper garden that is enclosed and more private - both gardens featuring exotic plants and fruit trees.  Ruggles goes on to describe the use of the 
enclosed upper garden as a private space for inner reflection. 

The enclosing wall of the upper garden is an important distinguishing feature of paradise gardens because it has a strong link to the inner nature of the sole. The 
Quran describes paradise as an enclosed space for shelter, rest and inner reflection - a place to find peace, barred from outer hardships or distractions.  

For a nomadic people from arid lands, these shaded palace gardens would certainly reflect an idea of paradise that is a peaceful escape from everyday life.  

 
  



 

Slide 4: Cross Cultural Context – Scott  

This is wood cut of the Garden of Eden. 

As just mentioned, Gardens represent a place of peace and serenity. As you look at this image you will notice some iconographic themes you may be familiar 

with.  

The central tree in a Christian context represent the “Tree of life”.  You may also notice the surrounding trees such as the palm tree referencing the lush garden 

of a more exotic nature.  

Second you will notice this castle like architecture at the head of four rivers. According to Genesis 2:10 “… a river went out of Eden to water the garden thence it 

was parted into four heads.”  This theme of four is prevalent in Christian and Muslim cultures. Symbolically the tree references nourishment, and the rivers refer 

to thirst. 

  



 

Slide 5: Further comparison – Scott 

You see here the image to the left called “The Little Garden of Paradise”, and to the right “The Garden of Fidelity”.  

Both images follow the themes shown in previous slides of walled gardens, water, and  vegetation representing paradise. They are both painted in vibrant colors, 

characteristic of the time.  

However - In the image to the left the thematic focus has shifted slightly to place more emphasis on the role of the Virgin Mary and the church, whereas, the 

image to the right continues with the focus being on the quadratite garden motif.  

In the image to the right, you will notice this stream sectioning off four quadrants, connecting this image and the wood cut.  

They seem to have a variety of activities that they are doing in both images, however, both cultures see gardens as resting places for leisurely activities.  

  



 

Slide 6: Works Cited – Scott 

Here are the references we used for our presentation. 


